
Dirt Slide 
 How do different surfaces affect the 

braking distance of a gas powered 
motorcycle?

Materials
1 dirtbike
2 dirt bike rider
3 soft sand 
4 hard sand
5 measuring tape 
6 pencil 
7 clipboard
8 paper
camera
    

Procedures
1. Ride a dirt bike on soft dirt at 5 mph then 

stop. 
2.  Measure the stopping distance, write it down. 
3. Then ride the dirt bike on hard dirt, then stop. 
4. Measure the stopping distance. Write it down 

again. 
5. Do the same thing on gravel and asphalt. 
6. Compare the distances
7. Make conclusions
8. Write report

Results

Limitations
The limitation was that it was a little windy, which might have 

blown the stop mark. Another one was that the student might 
have not gone at the same speed as he did before. He made 
the mistake of stopping at the right time. The hard dirt was not 
so hard, so it might have affected the stopping. Another one 
was that the student needed help, but he didn’t get the help he 
needed. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, it was found that a dirt bike tire is 
more sticky to hard dirt than any other surface. 
There were four different surfaces tested: gravel, 
asphalt, hard dirt, and soft dirt, and each time the 
stopping difference was different. The least sticky 
ground was the gavel, with an average stopping 
distance of 38 feet, and the most sticky ground was 
the hard dirt, with an average stopping distance of 
27 feet. The hypothesis was incorrect because the 
stopping distance was the longest on the gravel 
and not the soft dirt. Future experiments could 
compare different speeds, where faster speeds 
would increase the stopping distance and slower 
speeds would decrease the stopping distance. 
Future experiments could also use more 
experienced riders who would be more consistent 
with braking on each surface. 

Hypothesis
If the surface under the dirt 

bike is hard, then the tire will 

grab the ground better, 

resulting in reduced sliding 

and faster stopping.

 

Purpose
Many  people have dirt bikes and know they 
should never jab on the brakes while on soft 
dirt, because you will slide and crash into a 
wall or tree. The softer the material  under the 
wheel, will slide londer, for the harder you 
hold  the brake. Knowing what type of material 
you are driving on is important in dirt bike 
safety to avoid collisions such as the one in 
the first sentence. The purpose of this project 
is to determine how long it takes to stop a dirt 
bike on different types of ground.  This 
information will benefit all people wanting to 
ride dirt bikes by giving them an idea of how 
long they will take to stop.


